
CHEMICALS AND 
SPECIAL EFFECTS
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Impossibile non co-
noscerli: i prodotti 
chimici della Con-
dor Foto negli anni 
hanno opacizzato 
milioni di fotografie, 
eliminato miliardi di 
riflessi indesiderati, 
mascherato centina-
ia di negativi e soffia-
to su miliardi di par-
ticelle di pulviscolo, 
pulendo le superfici 
da fotografare, ma 
anche all’interno del-
le macchine fotogra-
fiche, dei computer e 
degli impianti hi-fi.

Impossible not to 
know: the chemicals 
of the Condor Foto 
over the years have 
opacified  millions of 
photos , prevented 
billions of unwanted 
reflexes, masked 
hundreds of nega-
tives and blown on 
billions of dust par-
ticles, cleaning the 
surfaces to be pho-
tographed but also 
inside the cameras, 
computers and hi-fi 
systems.
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  ECO ANTISPOT DULLING ANTI REFLEX   ECO PUFF-AIR CLEANING AIR SPRAY

It  immediately makes any kind of reflecting surface opaque, pre-
vents reflects (spots)  when taking pictures of:  mirrors, glasses, 
metals, etc. It does not leave fatty traces and can be removed 
with a dry cloth.

Packages 
Art. 00300 400ml aerosol can

Removes instantaneously  dust even from lesser accessible 
parts. Eco Puff-Air is a must for cleaning delicate objects such 
as lenses, objectives, computers, scanners and any kind of me-
chanism sensitive to dust. Eco Puff-Air contains no CFC and is 
ozone friendly.

Packages
Art. 00402 400 ml aerosol can
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It makes ink-jet cards opaque avoid fine colors degenera-
tion, is water repellent, allows any image printed on paper-
jet to stand the test of time.

Packages
Art. 00600 400 ml aerosol can 
 

It makes ink-jet cards glossy avoid fine colors degenera-
tion, is water repellent, allows any image printed on paper-
jet to stand the test of time.

Packages
Art. 00601 400 ml aerosol can 

  CONDOR JET MATT MATTING ANTI UV   CONDOR JET GLOSSY GLAZING ANTI UV

  MASKOPRINT RED UNACTINIC   THINNER FOR MASKOPRINT

To be used for masking negatives and 
b/w photographic prints. After repro-
duction the product may be easily re-
moved by applying a little tape to the 
treated surface.

Packages
Art. 00900 100 ml

Is meant for dilution of Maskoprint.

Packages
Art. 00902 100 ml
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It  permanently pastes paper, cardboard,
photographic and Ink-jet paper  on va-
rious types of material.
It is transparent, non-staining and long 
lasting.

Packages
Art. 00700 400 ml aerosol can

It preserves  chemical products (no 
food) easily liable to decomposition 
from oxydation.

Packages
Art. 00500 400 ml aerosol can

It cleans perfectly monitors’ crystal It restores shine to plastic computer 
and peripherals.

Temporary adhesive for paper, cardbo-
ard, photo paper and ink-jet printing. 
It’s possible to remove easily the cards 
and place them elsewhere. It ‘s tran-
sparent, non-staining and lasts over 
time.

Packages
Art. 00701 400 ml aerosol can

It makes any kind of cloth anti-static, 
avoid the deposit of dust attracted by 
static  electricity  on any surface: nega-
tive films, darkroom equipments, pho-
tocopiers, computers etc..

Packages
Art. 00800 400 ml aerosol can

Packages
Art. 00603 120 ml 
aerosol can

Packages
Art. 00602 120 ml 
aerosol  can
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  CONDOR FIX REMOVER TEMPORARY ADHESIVE   ECO MAGNODUST ANTISTATIC

  CONDOR FIX PERMANENT PERMANENT ADHESIVE   ECO INOXYGEL ANTI OXYDIZING

  VIDEO CLEAN   PC CLEAN
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Altro che dinosauri!
I nostri effetti speciali 
sono sempre nuovi, 
ed offrono ai fotografi 
tante soluzioni pron-
te per l’uso: ghiac-
cio (piccolo, grande, 
galleggiante o pron-
to per il nuovo Tita-
nic), gelato di tutti i 
gusti, schiuma di bir-
ra, ragnatele eccete-
ra, per risultati sem-
pre perfetti. Gli effetti 
speciali Condor Foto 
sono la marcia in più 
per le vostre fotogra-
fie di studio.

Forget dinosaurs!
Our special effects 
are always new, and 
offer photographers 
many solutions rea-
dy to use: ice (small, 
large, float or ready 
for the new Titanic), 
Ice cream for all ta-
stes, beer foam, cob-
webs etc.,to have 
always the best re-
sults.  The Special 
Effects Condor Foto 
are the additional 
speed to your photo-
graphic studio.
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Spray into the air, Smoky produces haze or mist around 
light sources, giving beautiful three-dimensional effect 
when bright beams are visible against dark backgrounds. 
Large doses of Smoky give those foggy effect much sou-
ght and romantic, soft focus photography; a wonderful ad-
dition to fashion, advertising and still-life pictures.

Packages
Art. 01600 400 ml aerosol can

The “steaming” effect of a cup of coffee or a bowl of soup
conveys a very realistic touch to the desired picture. To
date a thousand tricks have been used to obtain this effect;
Vapour Effect will produce this effect on any surface. This
product consists of two components, which have to be
put next to each other (no mix or superimpose
them) to trigger off a thread of steam which will last some
minutes. The 25 ml bottles containing the two Vapour Ef-
fect components have a spout allowing easy application of
this product.

Packages
Art. 01601  2x25 ml

  SMOKY   VAPOUR EFFECT EFFETTO VAPORE
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In order to create the effect of ice cubes entirely similar to the real ones but without the inconvenience of their rapid 
melting under the intense heat of the lamps and flash, just soak in water for about 24 hours the small cubes Ice Cube 
Effect. The cubes, once bloated with water, mantain this effect  for several days without changing  external substantial, 
just every now and then immerse them in water at most to get them back to their “optimal state”. If they are left drying 
can return real ice cubes soaking again in water. In photography or filming video and film, Ice Cube Effect has a yield of 
likelihood even higher than real ice.

Packages
Art. 01602  10 pieces

When diluted in water, this liquid enables Ice Cube Effect,
to float on the surface. The 120 ml package is enought for 
2,5 liters of liquid.

Packages
Art. 01608  120 ml can

  ICE CUBE EFFECT

  FLOATING
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This product produces a frosted white coating to objects, looking as if they had just been taken out of the freezer, an
effect that in nature lasts only a few seconds, but which now can be easily reproduced and maintained for a long
time by just spraying Frost Effect to such objects. 

Packages
Art. 01616  400 ml aerosol can

  FROST EFFECT
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Natural crushed ice melts so very quickly that it’s almost 
impossible to photograph. But, a teaspoon of Grated Ice 
Effect left in glass of water for about 15 minutes gives a 
life-like crushed ice effect that keeps its shape for days. 
Grated Ice Effect can be renewed by adding a bit of water 
from time to time. Once expanded in water, it can be colou-
red with all sorts of liquids, including fruit juices, alcoholic 
beverages, tea etc.

Packages
Art. 01603  granulated 50 ml can

A clear and shining icicle. Useful to reproduce a “polar”
scene in your warm studio. Two sizes.

Packages
Art. 01631  1 piece size 8 cm
Art. 01632  1 piece size 12 cm

Puddle Effect is always ready for your shots and can re-
produce  poured water on every kind of surfaces. Three 
sizes.

Packages
Art. 01627  1 piece size 3x6 cm
Art. 01628  1 piece size 6x9 cm
Art. 01629  1 piece size 9x14 cm

  GRATED ICE EFFECT   ICICLE EFFECT

  PUDDLE EFFECT
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In summer, an ice cold drink dripping with dew is the best
you could wish for, but unfortunately, under the headlights 
of a photo studio, the effect of water droplets disappe-
ars immediately due to the heat. Dew Effect is a spray 
without propellant gas, which creates dew on any non-
absorbent surface and keeps this effect for a long time.

Packages
Art. 01617  120 ml can

Creating dust on objects takes a long time and ... the pho-
tographer does not have time to waste! Dust Effect plays 
faithfully the true dust and it’s easy to spread on objects 
through the sieve provided. In macro shooting, Dust Effect 
can simulate the sand.

Packages
Art. 01619  250 ml can

  DEW EFFECT   DUST EFFECT
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So many  photographers would have wanted  to apply fine drops of water to fruits, vegetables, bottles etc. The problem 
is that anything you can do with water dries rapidly under studio lighting! But no worries any longer. Condor drops never 
dry or evaporate, easily applicable  with applicator wand supplied.

Packages
Art. 01604  50 ml can

  DROP EFFECT
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Creates the everlasting freshly foam is possible with Froth
Effect. Mix components “A” and “B” for a few seconds to
produce a read-to-use foam which can be poured onto
every products you like. Four applications for box.

Packages
Art. 01618  4 doses of 2x30 ml

A pliable wax adhesive. Indispensable in any “fix-it” job.
Packages
Art. 01624  24 wax cubes in blister

  FROTH EFFECT   STICKYWAX
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Create a winter wonderland scene which won’t melt under
lights. By dispensing gently through the sieve provided
create the illusion of falling snow.

Packages
Art. 01622  1000 ml
Art. 01623  5000 ml

Who can’t remember at least one film in which dusty cob-
webs conveyed gloomier, more dramatic feeling to scenes
of mystery and horror ? Cobweb Effect lets you spray the-
se dusty webs onto virtually any surface: walls, windows,
bottles, books and almost anything else. Pictu-
re results so realistic that you can’t distinguish from
the real thing ! Is suggested to use Eco Antispot (item
00300) before using Cobweb Effect.

Packages
Art. 01605  300 ml aerosol can

  SNOW EFFECT   COBWEB EFFECT
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In the photography of “food” playing ice cream is always
very difficult because these will melt too quickly; Ice Cream 
Effect faithfully reproduces your ice cream, is convenient to 
use, it is harmless and lasts forever! Ice Effect Cream is pro-
duced in five colors: Cream, Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry 
and Pistachio (which tastes most common). The colors can 
be mixed with each other (eg: cream + chocolate = hazelnut)

Packages
Art. 01609  Ice Cream Effect Kit: 5 different colours 250 
ml can
Art. 01610  Ice Cream Effect Cream  250 ml can
Art. 01611  Ice Cream Effect Vanilla 250 ml can
Art. 01612  Ice Cream Effect Chocholate 250 ml can
Art. 01613  Ice Cream Effect Pistachio 250 ml can
Art. 01614  Ice Cream Effect Strawberry  250 ml can

Sprayed on the glass and a few minutes later appears as 
if by magic, beautiful ice flowers.

Packages
Art. 01635  120 ml can

  ICE CREAM EFFECT   ICE FLOWER EFFECT
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Condor Foto Sas
Via Prinetti, 32
20127 Milano - Italy

phone: (+39) 02 26 11 09 46
fax:      (+39) 02 26 14 78 31
e-mail: condor@condor-foto.it
www.condor-foto.it
www.condor-foto-shop.it

 PROFESSIONAL 
LED STUDIO LIGHTS

BACKGROUNDS

DARKROOM

DOWNLOAD OUR CATA-
LOGUES ON: 
WWW.CONDORFOTO.IT

  PROFESSIONAL
STUDIO


